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project location
LOOP will be situated at the location where currently the fixed Prins Hendrik bridge is located.
From central station you approach the first loop landing where you encounter the tourist information desk and 
the museum entrance on the left, and a stand with underlying lunchroom and adjoining terrace on the right. 
Beyond this entrance and lunchroom you approach the center of the project. A choice of a small stair or slope 
gets you near the water surface. This center is surrounded by stands and serves as an event area. A pontoon 
serves as a stage and is floated into the center when required for an event. Together both stands provide 
seating for 1400 spectators.
The stands bridge the Zuider Stadsgracht where the other side of the LOOP is anchored at the quay. Situated 
here are the boat rental and shuttle services, the museum exit and the access to the backstage area. The 

underlying space of the second stand also houses a lunchroom. During events these lunchrooms serve as 
event bars. Both stands can rotate around an axis to allow the passage of boats with an upright mast of 12,5 
meters high. In open position, it is possible to organise boat races and become the ideal location for the start 
and finish of the Elfstedentocht. When closed, the stands offer a passage to boats with a maximum height of 
1,5 meters. 
The current museum harbor located on the north quay is now located to southeast and northwest of the LOOP 
as a maritime promenade. This promenade gives acces to historic ships and is part of the maritime museum. 
One ticket to the museum gives the visitor the complete experience of the maritime heritage with a passage 
through the LOOP and outwards to the ships on the water. 

The transparent south landing of the LOOP contains the tourist office and 
the entrance of the maritime museum. After buying a ticket you can enter the 
ramp - accessible for wheelchair users when accompanied - which leads you 
up along the exhibition. This part of the ramp spirals and weaves around the 
exhibition and the elevator through the partially by sails enclosed space. Here 
you can hear the sails hitting against the steel structure, feel the wind against 
your skin, and smell the old boats and the water.

At the top of the exhibition route, you will traverse an enclosed floor followed 
instantly by the stunning panoramic view over Leeuwarden and a clear view of 
the top of the LOOP. This floor is the highest stop of the elevator. These parts 
of the LOOP are enclosed with glass and climatized. The floors  are covered 
with teak wood emitting the smell sounds of ships. The route continues half 
a floor down on the panorama bridge. From here you have a vertical view of 
the arena and Zuider Stadsgracht giving a spectacular view of boats passing 
beneath you.

On the other side of the panorama bridge, you can continue your way up 
to the skybar. The skybar with restaurant seats 150 guests and offers an 
accessible, affordable menu. The center of the skybar features a glass floor, 
which makes it possible to look down along the panoramic bridge and see the 
sloops beneath the building passing by. In the restaurant a suspended volume 
in the shape of a hull gives passage to it’s deck -roof terrace- with a staircase. 
It also houses the technical room for mechanical ventilation.

The way down is in the open air along straight stitch steps. It’s passes through 
the exhibition about activities in Leeuwarden and marks the last part before 
you come back ashore. Downstairs you will encounter the boat rental services 
and museum shop. The basement beneath these areas houses supporting 
facilities. 
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a vibrant quay in historic times the fixed Prins Hendrik bridge

SCENARIO 1.
city aproach

Approach from the city

Main entrance from bike path

Taking elevator from entrance with boat rental service

Having drinks at the sky bar The Loop attracts attention approaching the city center from the station The entrance invites to come in The exhibition shows Leeuwarden’s maritime heritage Reaching the top of the exhibition with first glimpses of city view The full panoramic experience from the sky deck The route down in the open air showing Leeuwarden’s events Night view of the canal
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One route navigates you through the loop, these can
be followed in two directions.
The entrance is on the central station side at the 
tourist information desk (A). From here you will be 
guided up on ramps along the maritime exhibition. 
After traversing an enclosed floor, the panoramic 
view of the city reveals itself. When crossing to the 
other side you pass the panoramic bridge (B) which 
is half a floor below. After the crossing, you can 
choose to go up to the skybar and skydeck, or down 
the stairs towards the exit. The route ends down 
at the boat rental (C) which is very tempting after 
seeing the waterways from above and the maritime 
exhibition.

The main structure consists out of tubular steel, 60% 
of which comes from recycled sources.
Steel braces (diameter 200mm) bring their forces 
down to the cornerbeams.
The wooden beamed floors are supported on edge 
beams, made out of angle steels, which bring their 
horizontal forces to the cornerbeams.
The cornerbeams (diameter 400mm) bring their 
forces down to the basement.
The basement spreads the load over the pile 
foundation.
The torque in the loop contributes to the stability of 
the structure.

The loop is heated and cooled by means of a thermal 
storage system.
The three climate-controlled zones are heated by 
underfloor heating.
Additional coolness will be extracted out of the 
surface waters.
The wind and the sun contribute to the natural 
transition between seasons. The wind also provides 
energy generated with vertical wind turbines.
The use of adaptive sails provide additional 
protection locally.
The excess heat will be discharged automatically 
through the roof.
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LOOP
Leeuwarden 2018 event center

Leeuwarden is appointed as European  
Capital of Culture in 2018 (LWD2018). 
Throughout the event year cultural activities 
will take place in (especially) the city center. 
LWD2018 will attract thousands of extra 
visitors. The majority of these visitors will 
travel with public transport and will enter 
the city from the central station. The area 
between the station and the city center is a 
business district without any activity. As a 
visitor you tend to cross the area as quickly 
as possible to reach the city center. While 
crossing you don’t expierience that you 
bridge a waterway and you’re surrounded by 
a maritime history. Your arrival feels anything 
but pleasant or welcome.

LOOP will be situated at the intersection 
of water and land ways, on the route from 
the station to the city center. It provides the 
entrance to LWD2018 and brings together 
the qualities of Leeuwarden.

LOOP is the amalgamation of all the good that 
Leeuwarden wants to be, and shows that the 
city has a prosperous future ahead. LOOP 
provides encounters and transitions between 
water and land movements. It is the location 
where one enters the city, where events 
take place, where Leeuwarden presents its 
maritime heritage and where water transfers 
are facilitated. This intervention is a stepping 
stone in an underexposed area and will be 
a statement which every visitor must have 
experienced. 

With the intervention of LOOP on this 
specific spot an ambition for many residents 
of Leeuwarden is realized:
- Leeuwarden’s maritime heritage is made 
tangible.
- Large ships (like the Stanfries X) can pass 
the Zuider Stadsgracht again.
- Sailing ships don’t need a detour of many 
kilometers anymore to sail from city harbor 
to the marina.
- The quay around the Zuider Stadsgracht, 
and thus the entire area between the station 
and the city center, become vibrant again.
- The area between Prinsentuin and 
Blokhuispoort becomes attractive for 
entrepreneurs.

Frieslân
Frieslân is a beautiful province for water sports 
enthusiasts. Several waterways cross Leeuwarden.

Leeuwarden
Leeuwarden is an old fortress with a city moat which surrounds the old town. 
At present it is not possible to take a shortcut between the city harbor and the 
marina over the city moat because of one fixed bridge.

Zuider Stadsgracht - Willemskade
The fixed bridge will be removed. A passage for water traffic will occur. Vibrance 
of the water and the quay will emerge whereby the surrounding area also will 
develop.
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Sailing boat parade with standing mast passing the LOOP

Boats passing under the panoramic bridge

Event taking place in arena

urban modelLeeuwarden 2018 event center

materialization

The main supporting structure of the 
loop is made out of tubular steel. The 
stands consist out of a prefabricated 
monocoque steelconstruction. Railings 
and banisters consist of small steel 
tubes. The color is pearl white / blue 
which blends with the water and the 
sky. 60% of the steel comes from 
recycled sources.

Partially the steel structure is 
covered with textile sails. The 
sails lets light and air coming 
through but is unsighted.
With the aid of a rail system 
and steel cables, the sails can 
be interchanged. Integrated 
LED lighting ensures that the 
steel structure and sails form a 
sculptural image in the evening.

The thermal envelope 
is to a large extent 
made up out of glass. 
The segmented glass 
follows the round 
steel structure. On the 
overhanging side is 
laminated glass applied, 
on the other side is solar 
control glazing applied.

The floors are 
structurally built from 
sustainable wood 
beams. The finishing of 
floors and seats consists 
of teak parts. Teak is 
very resistant to weather 
and wind, even without 
maintenance.

SCENARIO 2.
station aproach

SCENARIO 3.
water approach


